
WM8- Bioinformatics Exercises

Analyses and interpretation of DNA variants

Hubert Hackl



1. VEP, Oncotator (Funcotator)
2. MutSigCV
3. GPViz
4. IntoGen, cBioPortal, FannsDB (Condel, Cancer Genome Interpreter)
5. MutationAssessor, Mutation3D
6. Predict neoantigens (NetMHCpan 4.1)
7. Get correct qvalues for MutSigCV results of DLBCL patients, as for 

targeted sequencing (get_sig.R)
8. Get variant allele frequencies and compare with mapped reads in the 

IGV (get_VAF.R)
9. Compare MAF (VCF) files for variants on the same position (same type 

of variant, and same alternative allele) (compare_MAF.R)
10. Statistics and plot diagrams using R (maftools, MAF.R,stats.R) 

Exercises



Oncotator

http://www.broadinstitute.org/oncotator/

chr1 43815005 43815005 A AT

chr1 43815008 43815008 TG T

chr1 43815013 43815013 G GT

chr1 43815036 43815036 G GCC

chr1 43815041 43815041 C G

chr1 43815047 43815047 G GC

chr1 43815049 43815049 A AG

chr1 115252237 115252237 T TG

jurkat_mutations.vcf

Now succeeded by Funcotator (GATK)



Oncotator



Variant effect predictor (VEP)

jurkat_mutations.vcf



Variant effect predictor (VEP)



https://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/mutsig_run   (see key.txt)

MutSigCV

exome_full192_coverage.txt

gene_covariates.txt

Mutation_type_dictionary_file.txt

hg19

dlcbl_prim.maf



GPViz

http://icbi.at/software/gpviz/gpviz.shtml

Do not update JAVA!



Refseq_hg19.gtf

oncotator.maf

LAML.maf

Refseq_CDD.txt



IntOGen







MutationAssessor

2,212288939,C,G

Chr Pos   RefAll AltAll





ASTPGHTIIYEAVCLHNDRTTIP 

NetMHCpan 4.1



1. How many somatic variants have you found
2. Are those point mutations, indels or other type
3. Are those synonymous, non-synonymous, or none coding
4. Changes in protein sequence? (p.V412A)
5. How many in intron,  3’UTR, cds,5’UTR
6. Type of variant (missense mut, frame shift del, frame shift 

ins, etc)
7. How many variants
8. Where in the 3D structure of the protein are the variants
9. Are these known variants (dbSNP, COSMIC)
10. Is there a functional impact (SIFT, PolyPhen2)
11. Are variants cancer drivers
12. Which genes/exons are studied (info about the panel, and 

why this was chosen)
13. Variants per megabase of studied DNA sequence

Some questions



14. Which transcripts and protein isoforms are covered by the 
variants (NM_,NP_,ENST, ENSP)

15. Which chromsome and position of the variant
16. Reference allele, alternative allele
17. Are there common variants to previously sequenced 

Melanoma cell lines
18. Are some of the genes found significantly and recurrently 

mutated in a cohort of 28 diffuse large B cell lymphoma 
patients by targeted exome sequencing

19. Are there somatic variants in the Melanoma TCGA cohort 
patients at the same positions. What are the allele frequency 
in this cohort?

20. Are some variants from the same cancer signalling pathway

Question


